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FIXED POINTS FOR NONSELF MAPPINGS IN METRIC

SPACES

DAIGA GRUNDMANE

Abstract. In this paper we try to extend several well known fixed point
theorems for nonself mappings in Banach spaces to mappings in metric spaces.
To achieve this goal some additional requirements on convexity in metric spaces
are needed. We introduce the notions of MP-convex and NMP-convex metric
spaces and obtain several results on existence of fixed points for nonself non-
expansive mappings in NMP-convex metric spaces. In particular, the notion
of weakly inward mappings is generalized for mappings in metric spaces and
the existence of fixed points is proved for mappings satisfying this condition.

1. Introduction

The largest part of the known results on existence of fixed points for mappings
in metric spaces are applicable for mappings f : X → X, i.e. for mappings with
equal domain and range. In [14] and [5] the author has been able to obtain several
results on existence of fixed points also for nonself mappings in metric spaces. In
these papers several generalizations of known fixed point theorems for strongly
non-expansive and contractive mappings have been obtained by using a notion of
reflector introduced in [14].

At the same time the problem of existence of fixed points for nonself mappings
in Banach spaces has been widely studied and a large number of results has been
obtained. Most of these theorems can be proved by using the so called retraction
mappings that satisfy certain properties and that allow to reduce the existence of
fixed points for a nonself mapping f to existence of fixed points for some other self
mapping g. In particular, in this way the existence of fixed points for interesting
class of weakly inward mappings that satisfy some additional properties can be
proved.

In this paper the author attempts to generalize several known results on exis-
tence of fixed points for nonself mappings in Banach spaces to nonself mappings
in metric spaces. The obtained results show that there are many problems that
makes such generalizations difficult. At the same time they also show that inter-
esting generalizations in this direction in principle are possible and suggests that
this can be a perspective area for further research.
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2. Convexity in metric spaces

An important role in fixed point theory for Banach spaces have mappings that
are defined in convex sets. If we want to obtain similar results in metric spaces
the first problem we have to deal with is how to define convexity in general metric
space. Whilst in principle it can be done similarly as in Banach spaces by requiring
that for each x, y ∈ A, where A – convex set, and for each z with d(x, z)+d(z, y) =
d(x, y) we must have z ∈ A, such requirement will be too weak for most of practical
purposes, since in general the structure of metric spaces does not require that
there exist any z with the property d(x, z) + d(z, y) = d(x, y) and z 6= x, z 6= y.
A known solution here could be to consider only so called strictly convex metric
spaces introduced by W. Takahashi in [12] and recently studied also by I. Bula
in [1] and [2]. (Note that the notion of strict convexity of Banach spaces differs
from the notion of strict convexity of metric spaces that we introduce here.)

Definition 2.1. A metric space X is strictly convex if for all x, y ∈ X and all
t ∈]0, 1[ there exists a unique z ∈ X such that d(x, z) = td(x, y) and d(z, y) =
(1 − t)d(x, y).

It is easy to see that in strictly convex metric spaces we can already speak about
reasonable generalization of ”line segment” connecting two distinct points x and
y. We denote such generalized ”line segment” by L(x, y) and formally define it
by L(x, y) = {z | ∃t ∈ [0, 1] : d(x, z) = td(x, y) & d(z, y) = (1 − t)d(x, y)}.

Definition 2.2. Let X be a strictly convex metric space. A ⊆ X is convex if for
all x, y ∈ A and for all z ∈ L(x, y) we have z ∈ A.

However strictly convex metric spaces still can possess some strange and un-
pleasant properties, namely, it may turn out that closed balls (we define a closed
ball B(x, r) with center in point x and radius r ∈ R+ (where R+ stands for real
positive numbers) by B(x, r) = {y | d(x, y) ≤ r}) not necessarily are convex sets.
This problem can pose severe difficulties, since convexity of balls also is often
assumed and used in fixed point theorems in Banach spaces. A solution could be
to consider only such strictly convex metric spaces in which all balls are convex
sets.

Another approach could be to look for some other natural properties that hold
for convex sets in Banach spaces (and probably could be used as equivalent de-
finitions of convexity) and to consider strictly convex metric spaces that satisfy
some property of such kind. A good candidate for such property appears to be
existence of so called metric projection.

Definition 2.3. Let X be a metric space and let A ⊆ X. We say that a mapping
P : X → A is metric projection from X to A , if for all x ∈ X and all y ∈ A,
y 6= P (x), we have d(x, P (x)) < d(x, y).

If X is Banach space and A is compact and convex, then there exists a metric
projection from X to A. Since the existence of metric projection is widely used
also in fixed point theorems it could be useful to consider strictly convex metric
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spaces X in which there exists a metric projection P : X → A for each compact
convex set A ⊆ X. We will call such metric spaces MP-convex (metric projection
convex).

Definition 2.4. Let X be a strictly convex metric space. X is MP-convex if for
each compact convex set A ⊆ X there exists a metric projection P : X → A.

In [2] it is shown that if X is strictly convex metric space such that all closed
balls B(x, r) ⊆ X are also (strictly) convex sets, then X is MP-convex. By similar
simple argument we can prove also the converse result.

Proposition 2.1. Let X be MP-convex metric space. Then all balls B(x, r) ⊆ X

are strictly convex.

Proof. Let B(x, r) be a ball contained in X. Let assume that B(x, r) is not
strictly convex. It is not hard to show (using the fact that strict convexity in
essence guaranties also several natural ”continuity” properties of metric space)
that then there exist two points a and b on border of B(x, r), such that none of
the points of L(a, b) is interior point of B(x, r), i.e. there exist a, b ∈ X such that
d(x, a) = d(x, b) = r and for all c ∈ L(a, b) we have d(x, c) ≥ r. Now, from the
definition of convex sets it follows that L(a, b) is convex, also, it is easy to show that
L(a, b) is compact. Therefore there exists metric projection P : X → L(a, b). But,
either P (x) = a, then d(x, P (x)) = d(x, a), or P (x) = b, then d(x, P (x)) = d(x, b),
or P (x) = y, y 6= a, y 6= b, then d(x, P (x)) ≥ d(x, a) = d(x, b), that contradicts to
the fact that P is a metric projection. Hence our assumption that there exists a
ball B(x, r) ⊆ X that is not strictly convex fails. �

Thus the notion of MP-convex metric spaces coincide with the notion of strictly
convex metric spaces with (strictly) convex round balls introduced in [2]. The au-
thor does not know whether there exist strictly convex metric spaces with convex
(but not strictly convex) balls, however the existence also of such ”pathological”
spaces seems to be very likely. From Proposition 2.1 it is clear that if such spaces
exist they will not be MP-convex.

Another interesting property of compact convex sets in Banach spaces is the
following. Let X be a Banach space, A ⊆ X a compact convex set and P : X → A

a metric projection. Then it can be shown that for all x, y ∈ X we have d(x, y) ≥
d(P (x), P (y)). This property for us will be very important, therefore we will
consider NMP-convex (nonexpansive metric projection convex) metric spaces.

Definition 2.5. Let X be a strictly convex metric space. X is NMP-convex if X

is MP-convex and for each compact convex set A ⊆ X, and a metric projection
P : X → A we have d(x, y) ≥ d(P (x), P (y)) for all x, y ∈ X.

It is an interesting open problem whether MP-convex metric spaces are also
necessarily NMP-convex. Apparently NMP-convexity is quite strong requirement
and it is unclear how (and whether) it could be obtained just from MP-convexity.
At the same time MP-convexity still places strong restrictions on the structure of
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metric space and as far have prevented us to find an example of MP-convex and
not NMP-convex space.

3. Fixed points for nonself mappings in Banach spaces

A popular way to prove the existence of fixed points for nonself mappings in
Banach spaces is to use retraction mappings. A general idea is to construct for
a given mapping f another self mapping g for which the existence of fixed point
is guaranteed by some already known theorem and then to show that any fixed
point of g is also a fixed point of f . It is not surprising that a typical candidate
for such known result that guarantees existence of fixed point for mapping g is
Schauder’s theorem that guarantees existence of fixed point for any continuous
mapping g : A → A, if A is non-empty, compact and convex set. The last part
of the argument that shows that any fixed point of g is also a fixed point of f

apparently places some additional requirements on f . In a very general result
(Theorem 18.1 in [3], originally proved by H. Mönch in [10]) such additional
requirement for mapping f : A → X (reformulated in our metric space notation)
is existence of point x ∈ A such that for all y ∈ δA (where by δA we denote
border of A) point y does not belong to L(x, F (y)). Many other known results (in
particular using the requirement of weak inwardness that we will consider below)
can be easily reduced to the Mönch theorem mentioned above.

If we will attempt to prove such or similar result in (MP-convex) metric spaces
we will face two difficulties. The first will be the lack of equivalent of Schauder’s
theorem that guarantees existence of fixed points just for continuous mappings in
metric spaces. Of course it seems very temptating to try to generalize Schauder’s
result for metric spaces. However as far nobody has succeeded in this direction
and it seems to be very likely that MP-convexity will be too weak condition for
such generalization to be possible. Thus, at the very beginning we are forced to
consider stronger requirements on mapping f than just continuity. Still interesting
candidate here remains non-expansive mappings, i.e. such that d(f(x), f(y)) ≤
d(x, y) for all x, y. Then instead of Schauder’s theorem we could exploit for
example a popular theorem of W.A. Kirk in [6] that, by the way, is generalized
for MP-convex (in our terminology) metric spaces in [2].

Theorem 3.1 (I. Bula). Let X be MP-convex metric space. Let A ⊆ X be
compact and convex set and let f : A → A be non-expansive mapping. Then f

has a fixed point in A.

The second difficulty that will now arise will be the task to construct for a
given non-expansive mapping f : A → X a non-expansive mapping g : A → A.
Whilst it is comparatively easy, if we are given only continuousness of f and
we require only continuousness of g, situation becomes much more difficult if we
replace continuousness by non-expansiveness. It is easy to verify that requirement
used in Mönch theorem in general will not work for non-expansive mappings. The
possible solution here is to consider NMP-convex spaces in which there is a simple
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natural requirement that guarantees the non-expansiveness of g. However, the
question of sufficiently general and/or easy verifiable requirements remains.

4. Results

Our basic result is the following theorem that guarantees existence of fixed
point for nonself mappings in NMP-convex metric spaces.

Theorem 4.1. Let X be a NMP-convex metric space. Let A ⊆ X be a compact
and convex set and let P : X → A be a metric projection. Let f : A → X be
non-expansive mapping such that for all x ∈ δA we have P (f(x)) 6= x. Then f

has a fixed point in A.

Proof. We define g : A → A by g(x) = P (f(x)). Since A is convex and X

is NMP-convex metric space we have d(g(x), g(y)) = d(P (f(x)), P (f(y))) ≤
d(f(x), f(y)) ≤ d(x, y). Thus g is non-expansive and by Theorem 3.1 there exists
x0 ∈ A such that g(x0) = x0. Now let assume that f(x0) 6= x0. Then f(x0) 6∈ A

(because for all x ∈ A with f(x) ∈ A we have g(x) = f(x)) , therefore P (f(x0)) ∈
δA. But then, by initial requirement on f , we have P (f(x0)) = g(x0) 6= x0. Thus,
f(x0) = g(x0). �

Unfortunately, the requirement that for all x ∈ δA we must have P (f(x)) 6= x

seems to be quite strong and does not allow any flexibility in construction of
mapping g. Of course, we can generalize this result by requiring that condition
above holds for some convex compact subset A′ ⊆ A. The next result trivially
follows from theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.2. Let X be a NMP-convex metric space. Let A ⊆ X and let f : A →
X be a non-expansive mapping. If there exists A′ ⊆ A such that A′ is compact
and convex and such that for all x ∈ δA′ we have P (f(x)) 6= x, where P : X → A′

is metric projection, then f has a fixed point in A.

Formulation of Theorem 4.2 allows more flexibility on construction of g, however
the existence of appropriate set A′ could be hard to verify. Also, it appears to
be very likely that there still exist situations, in which it is easy to construct the
mapping g with required properties, but such mapping cannot be constructed by
using just metric projection, and which therefore are not covered by Theorem 4.2.
(An interesting, though probably still insufficiently general, situation could be the
one in which g is constructable via several metric projections. It is easy to see
how to generalize Theorem 4.2 for such case, however such result apparently is too
unpractical, and it still remains to be proved that several metric projections can
not be substituted by a single projection to some other set.) The finding of more
general (or different) ways how the appropriate function g can be constructed
appears to be an important topic for further research. Still, from Theorems 4.1
and 4.2 it is possible to obtain several corollaries that already uses quite familiar
conditions on function f .
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Corollary 4.1. Let X be a NMP-convex metric space such that all closed balls
B(x, r), x ∈ X, r ∈ R+ are compact sets. Let x0 ∈ X, r ∈ R+ and let f :
B(x0, r) → X be a mapping from a closed ball B(x0, r) to X such that for all
y ∈ X with d(x0, y) = r condition y 6∈ L(x0, F (y)) holds. Then f has a fixed point
in B(x0, r).

Proof. Let A = B(x0, r). Let P : X → A be a metric projection. Consider a point
y ∈ X such that d(x0, y) = r (i.e. y lies on border of B(x0, r)). We can assume
that f(y) 6= y (otherwise the result automatically holds). If f(y) ∈ B(x0, r) then
P (f(y)) = f(y) 6= y. If f(y) 6∈ B(x0, r), then, due to strict convexity of X, there
exists z with d(x0, z) = r such that z ∈ L(x0, f(y)).

From our condition on f we know that z 6= y. From strict convexity of X

we have that d(f(y), y) > d(f(y), z). Thus, for all y on border of B(x0, r) = A

condition P (f(y)) 6= f(y) holds. Hence the existence of fixed point follows from
Theorem 4.1. �

An interesting and often considered condition that guarantees existence of fixed
points for nonself mappings in Banach spaces is weak inwardness. In our termi-
nology it can be defined in strictly convex metric spaces as follows.

Definition 4.1. Let X be strictly convex metric space and let A ⊆ X. A mapping
f : A → X is called weakly inward, if for all x ∈ A with x 6= f(x) there exists
y ∈ A, such that y 6= x and y ∈ L(x, f(x)).

Weak inwardness is considered to be a comparatively weak condition, therefore
it may appear unexpected that our method, apparently weaker than methods
available in Banach spaces, allows to prove the existence of fixed points for weakly-
inward mappings.

Corollary 4.2. Let X be a NMP-convex matric space and let A ⊆ X be a compact
convex set. Let f : A → X be weakly inward mapping. Then f has a fixed point
in A.

Proof. Consider metric projection P : X → A. Let y ∈ δA. If y = f(y) we
are done. Otherwise, if f(y) ∈ A we have P (f(y)) = f(y) 6= y. If f(y) 6∈ A,
then since f if weakly-inward, there exists z ∈ A such that z ∈ L(y, f(y)), hence
P (f(y)) 6= y. Thus, either there exist fixed points on border of A, or for all y ∈ δA

we have P (f(y)) 6= y and the existence of fixed point follows from theorem 4.1. �
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